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Roberta Lynch

Blacking out the mind:
Cambodia and the American left

When you were a little kid did you ever
believe that if there was something you
didn't want to see, you could get rid of it
by simply closing your eyes? As if by tak-
ing no notice you could deny its existence.
A lot of us did.

Now we're supposedly all grown up
and we don't do things like that any more.
We can look reality in the eye without
flinching. Well, lately I'm not so sure. In
talking with people on the left—many of
them veterans of the anti-war movement
—and in reading progressive publications,
I have the sense that there is a kind of col-
lective evasion underway—an attempt to
make something disappear simply by re-
fusing to see it.

I am talking about our attitude toward
Cambodia. For many of those whose poli-
tical education was the Indochina war of
the past decade, Cambodia is not some
obscure spot on the world map. It was
Nixon's decision to invade Cambodia in
1970 that propelled tens of thousands of
people into activisim and that caused
hundreds of thousands more to come
face to face with their government's in-
humane policies. Cambodia, we thought,
was etched in our consciousness.

When the war ended and an avowedly
left government came to power there, we
fervently hoped that this small, under-
developed and seriously damaged coun-
try could begin to rebuild based on a new
social order that would be the antithesis
of the horror and destruction of the war.

We identified Cambodia with Vietnam
—whose history, culture.and political ar-
rangements we knew a good deal more
about—and expected both countries to
develop along similar lines.

Then graduallythe stories began to leak

out—the 'forced" evacuation of Phnom
Penh, "mass" executions, the "break-
up" of families. All of them printed in
"reliable" sources like the New York
Times, all of them sensationalized, and
nearly all of them based on accounts from
refugees—since almost no foreigners were
allowed into the country.

Most of us greeted these initial reports
with skepticism. We knew from direct ex-
perience—around China and Vietnam,
for example—the willingness of the Amer-
ican press to print one-sided or even dis-
torted reports to serve its own ideological
ends. And we knew as well that some kind
of drastic and dramatic measures were
probably necessary in the short run to
cope with the terrible legacy of starvation
and destruction left by the war. We were
quick to point these facts out in defense
of the Cambodians.

But as time wore on and the reports
continued unabated—growing more de-
tailed and [more disturbing—an uneasy
silence began to descend over our ranks.

In part it was a sensible silence. We
have believed, "Without investigation,
no right to speak." And there had been
little or nothing in the way of reliable first-
hand information on the current develop-
ments in Cambodia.

Yet even this lack of information re-
quires some comment. Why have the
Cambodians been unwilling to explain
their actions or permit even sympathetic
observers into their country as the Viet-
namese have done?

When the border dispute erupted be-
tween Cambodia and Vietnam jjt.camejts,
a shock even to many of those who fol-
lowed developments in Indochina. The
spectacle of these still-young and strug-

gling socialist nations devoting their lim-
ited resources not to fighting off an im-
perialist aggressor, but to fighting each
other was painful to see—and difficult
to fathom. Even as the accusations from
each side came to light, the real facts re-
mained obscure. And many of us here be-
gan to close our eyes as well as our mouths.
If you didn't know what to say about
something, perhaps it was easier not to
see it as well.

But there is a price paiifor this collec-
tive blackout—and I believe that it is too
high. It is the undermining of our politi-
cal consistency. We cannot argue force-
fully against the denial of human rights
in capitalist countries such as Brazil and
remain blind to what may be significant
violations in a socialist country.

And perhaps more importantly, it is
the undermining of our political credibil-
ity. The violation of human rights in a so-
cialist country has special meaning for the
left in America because it reflects on our
efforts here. The charges against Cam-
bodia arouse people's worst fears about
"collectivism": that it will destroy the en-
tire social fabric, pull apart families, en-
tail forced labor, and so on.

Many of us on the left share a vision of
socialism that brings not only economic
and social justice, but greater democracy
and personal freedom. Such a vision is in
sharp contrast to the spectre of "collec-
tivism." But people in this country will
judge our commitment to these goals not
just on the basis of our program, but on
the vigor of our defense of them.

I am not suggesting that we should pim-
ply accept as true all of the accusations
printed in the American press. I have no
doubt that any number of them are mis-

representations or inaccuracies. Nor do I
doubt that some of the policies being pur-
sued in Cambodia today may be necessary
and humane—if extreme—given the cir-
cumstances in which that nation finds
itself.

However, I am arguing that the Amer-
ican left cannot expect to relate to the
American people on the basis of a blanket
dismissal of the press as "biased" or
"capitalist-dominated." Enough doubt
has been created in everyone's mind—
including many of ours—about the ac-
tions of the Cambodian government that
our response must be based on specific
and documented facts.

Such evidence is difficult to obtain be-
cause of the self-imposed wall around the
country. However, one of the first reli-
able reports has recently been published
by Yugoslavian observers. It is not in the
form of accusations or charges, but it cer-
tainly does not lay to rest the concerns for
human rights.

The left here and elsewhere in the world
should call on the Cambodians to permit
further observation. If such investigation
reveals necessary and justifiable actions,
we should seek to explain and interpret
them as such. But if it reveals the kind of
violations not just of human rights, but
of the human spirit that have been charged,
then we should be clear and forthright in
our criticisms.

We have a responsibility to open our
eyes—a responsibility to the principles
for which we stand and to the movement
that we seek to build. •
Roberta Lynch is a member of the Nation-
al Committee of the New American Move-
ment, a democratic socialist organization.

Richard L. Sklar

CIA sabotages democracy to fight Russians
John Stockwell soldiered for the CIA.

He had been a CIA station chief in cen-
tral Africa and officer in charge of oper-
ations in a Vietnamese province before
his appointment, in July 1975, to direct
the Angola Task Force. His book, In
Search,0%Enemies: A CIA Story, is a de-
spairing account of the American debacle
in Angola. It should be read by those who
wonder what we are now doing in Zaire.

- The African liberation movement in
Angola was made up of three principal
organizations, each with its own foreign
relations. In 1973 China funnelled mili-
tary support to a floundering northern
group, the National Front for the Liber-
ation of Angola (FNLA), and its local
patron, the government of Zaire. The So-
viet Union supported a rival group, the

Popular Movement for the Liberation of
Angola (MPLA), with little enthusiasm
until October 1974, when the Kremlin de-
cided to compete effectively with the Chin-
ese in Angola. The U.S., friendly to the
colonialist regime in Lisbon until its over-
throw in 1974, had also been paying the
FNLA leader a personal retainer of
$10,000 per year since 1970. Meanwhile,
a third Angolan group, the National Un-
ion for the Total Independence of An-
gola (UNITA), had little outside support,
apart from intermittent help from Zam-
bia.

Stockwell was elated by his appoint-
ment: "a GS 14 in a GS 16 job." But he
was troubled from the beginning. On his
first day at work he was told by a super-
ior that Secretary of State Henry Kissin-
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ger had decided not to seek a negotiated
settleme'nt in Angola, preferring instead
to challenge the Soviets wherever possible
for global reasons that had nothing to
do with Angola. What is more, he was in-
formed that the quaintly named "40 Com-
mittee," a subcommittee of the National
Security Council, responsible for covert
operations and chaired by Kissinger, did
not expect to accomplish anything posi-
tive. The sole objective was to prevent a
"cheap" and "easy" victory for the Sov-
iet-backed MPLA.

To that end, the 40 Committee and the
President secretly spent $31.7 million,
about one-tenth of what the Soviets are
reported to have paid for their MPLA-
Cuban victory. But for the persistent ef-
forts of Senators Clark and Tunney,
American involvement would have been
escalated, as Kissinger appears to have
,wished, to the point of "an open-ended
confrontation with the Soviet Union"
(Clark). Tunney's amendment to the 1976
Defense Appropriations Bill expressly pro-
hibited the use of defense funds in Angola.

Stockwell reveals that in deference to
Portugal, the CIA did not even gather in-
formation from within Angola between
the late 1950s and 1975. Ignorance may
partially account for the various inept
strategic decisions taken by those who
were responsible for the covert operation
in Angola. For example, students of the
liberation movement have wondered
why the MPLA and UNITA, which have
complementary and probably reconcil-
able ideological inclinations, were unable
to reach 'a -mutually satisfactory agree-
ment. Stockwell discloses that UNITA
did attempt to open negotiations with the
MPLA in September 1975. This initiative
was blocked by the CIA. "We wanted no
'soft' allies in our war against the MP-
LA." Instead of constructive efforts to

end the conflict, the CIA planted a gar-
den of "news" stories in African and oth-
er newspapers that were designed to exag-
gerate the magnitude of Soviet military
intervention.

Tragically, UNITA, an impressively
led movement, thought to enjoy the larg-
est popular following, accepted South Af-
rican military assistance, as did the FNLA.
South Africa's entry into the war led, in
turn, to the introduction of Cuban regu-
lar forces, over and above the existing
contingent of 1,000 battle-hardened Cu-
ban advisers. Stockwell himself "saw no
evidence that the U.S. formally encour-
aged" South Africa to enter the war. But
he documents the existence of a cozy re-
lationship between the CIA and its South
African counterpart, the Bureau of State
Security. As in colonial Angola, the CIA
does not appear to develop its own sources
of information within South Africa.

What results did American policy pro-
duce in Angola? Arguably theses (1) A
minority government dependent upon Cu-
bans for its survival. (2) An embittered
and apparently unbridgeable division be-
tween the contending Angolan move-
ments. (3) A continuing toll of Angolan
life and treasure.

Today we witness a new American op-
eration in central Africa: a massive sup-
ply oY military support, including the in-
troduction of foreign troops, to preserve
the Mobutu dictatorship in Zaire. The
President's National Security Adviser
confers with the Chinese government in
Peking, and the Chinese Foreign Minis-
ter then shows up in Kinshasa to denounce
Soviet aggression against Zaire. Who is
following whom, to what end, at what
cost and to whom? •
Richard L. Sklar is Professor of Politi-
cal Science at the University of California,
Los Angeles,
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By Stanley A?©T£@wite

CAPTAINS OF CONSCIOUSNESS:
Advertising anil the Social Roots of
Consumer Culiuj>:

By Stewart Ewers
McGraw-Hill, New York; 1976 (paper-

back 1977, $3.95)

"I'his book is about ':h& iriiastrialization
of consumption sfisr ihs first world war.
Stew art Eweii's ps".r.t is t;sa*. the advent
of xmiss produce":, s*gs?Ms£. most dram-
atically by the ij&'C&istsce of the auto-
m^bSjf, assrenbiy I—s9 separated a crisis
for capitalism the'; Gcid crJ.y be solved
by j.h-t: man uf active s:T ec:::S~mers as well
H« gc?ud.£;s

if Fordism arri "£ylsris:"i created a
"I'uasg" ys-aduci'cv; W3rkg;.% advertising
was tb- vnain irsirxr.K::?.: crsating a mass
consumer. Workers had 13 be "habitu-
ated ' is buying s.c ?.;:s ::sais form of lei-
sure, ss a. kinr! c;r ncstrid ^r'ltural activ-
ity just "55 they v/e>:s 'isiris habituated by
industrial psycacisgy :.i- iie 1920s to re-
pctitit".: iietailcsi 'sbe-i' c:vi ths job.

Cupisirs GJ Csr^s^stfSKSSS treats this
process historically. '.~:l trs'^fs the develop-
ment of tee ideology cf consumption to
•;ts manifestations \^, sriasgmg family re-
lations; r-operiisUy t'^sir transformation
from a unit of production ts e unit of con-
sumption.

Ewers shows how the most intimate re-
lations of persona! life were penetrated
by consumerism. He shows the role of
parents changing to make youth the ideal
to which all the family's resources had to
be subordinated. For Bv*eiRs advertising
then, was much sacrs than & sieans to sell
products. Its task was nothing less than
selling capitalism both by persuasion and
by the industrialization of the institutions
of daily life.

In a felicitous plsass, he characterizes
consumerist ideology as a "partial total-
ity" in which the very processes of think-
ing arc bound up to the.moral duty of
habitual consumption. Coasumerist ideo-
logy generates a whole new world of facts
assembled from cultural things produced
by the combination of mdusUy and media.

Ewes's study shows that we can no
longer confine social criticism or politi-
cal struggle to "economic" issues at the
point of production or to public issues in
the legislative arena. The cultural world
created by advertising and mass media
renders a consciousness increasingly un-
able to think or act its way out of repres-
sive modes of living. The rise of advertis-
ing was linked to the need of the new capi-
talism to destroy elements of working
class culture, lodged IE the family and
workers* organi/«tfons, that resisted the
domination of capital."Ewea's rich his-
torical descriptioB shows that important
sectors of the corporate capitalist class,
particularly those m retaUlag and market-
ing as weQ as corporate mtelsctuals, were
well a^are that upoa the success of the
project depended the ability of the system
to withstand its internal crises.

Ewen's departure from liberal critics
of mass culture such as Vaoce Packard
consists in Ms refusal to ascribe the de-
gradation of labor and consciousness in
the 20th century to "eccentricities" of the
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Fordism created mass production,
advertising mass culture as the
"heart of a heartless world."

economic order. Rather he insists that the
phenomenon of consumer culture must be
understood as "systemic," literally the
other side of the mass production of
goods. As production became more and
more oppressive, consumption seemed

the only escape from the boredom and
routinizstion of the assembly line.

The irony is that mass consumption
offers little solace. Instead, it results in
the piling of junk in the household and a
vast consumer debt. Most important, it

tends to close out the universe of critical
thought. Mass culture becomes the "heart
of the heartless world" replacing reli-
gion. But, it is an illusory sanctuary that
merely intensifies the oppressiveness of
everyday life because it makes the trip
to the factory a two-way street: the home
is no longer a clear alternative to the alien-
ated workplace: it is too fully integrated
into the market.

Like several other important books
that, have documented the degradation of
work in our epoch (notably Harry Brav-
erman's Labor and Monopoly Capital
and David Noble's America by Design'),
Captains of Consciousness stresses the in-
exorable character cf the process by tell-
ing the story from the point of view of the
corporations thai perpetrated it. While
this is a necessary aspect of the under-
standing of the nature of repression in
modern life, it is inadequate and mislead-
ing if taken by itself. In his last chapter,
Ewen indicates that the road, was act
smooth for those who wished to eliminate
ail resistance to the corporate order, es-
pecially in the 1960s. But the impression
left by the book is the overwhelming pow-
•£ of the cultural apparatus. There is ni-
luaiiy no discussion cf the contradictions
within it that may open the space for so-
cial opposition.

I am not asking that a book dc every-
thing. However, if the analysis remains
at a level of abstraction where it cannot
take into account concrete struggles that
defy the process of degradation, slow it
down and even prevent its success in some
instances, the lesson tends to be that vir-
tually nothing can stop closing out the
chance for fundamental social change.

The historical basis of this pessimism
lies, I suspect, in the failure of the left in
western capitalist countries to fulfill hopes
of emancipation.

As Ewen notes, the most articulate ex-
pression of this vision of total domina-
tion is contained in the work of the Frank-
furt School Marxists who have bequeathed
a legacy of rich analytic perspectives from
which to understand the failure of Ameri-
can socialism as involving something more
than "revisionism," At the same time
they have offered a framework in which
hope is found only at the margins of the
social structure, if at all.

I am reminded of the small, but signi-
ficant intellectual movement that, in the
1960s initiated the demand for "history
from the bottom up." Ewen's work is
certainly sympathetic to this tendency
because he has offered a social history
rather than remaining within the confines
of ruling class chronicles. He has tried to
develop an approach that goes to the un-
derside of our lives, rather than remain-
ing at the level of political and economic
structures. One hopes that the sequel to
this excellent volume will deal with the
ways in which artists and workers try to
combat the massification of their labor
and how this cultural struggle may con-
geal into a powerful opposition in the
years ahead. •
Stanley Aronowitz is Professor of Com-
parative Culture, Social Science School,
University of Califomia-In>ine. He is the
author of False Promises, a study of the
American working class.
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